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Universal Zen of the Pen
Bézier Basics

(for Illustrator 7+, Photoshop 5.0+, InDesign 1+, 
Fireworks 4+, Freehand 5+)

The increasingly Universal Pen tool

Some of you might be wondering why you would use 
the Pen tool when there are much simpler drawing tools
available. The answer is easy – you want to use the Pen
tool any time the subject of what you are drawing requires
PRECISION. Obviously this would include logos and letter
forms, where the slightest imperfection would stand out 
on all but the tiniest of scales. Many illustration styles 
(realism, medical illustration and mapping) also require 
precision and The Illustrator 9 Wow! Book is an excellent
resource for examples of these styles and techniques. 

Those of us, who began drawing Bézier objects with the
original version of Illustrator in 1987, started out with a
series of exercises much like these. At the time it was the
only commercially available drawing program for creating

A B zier curve uses 4 points: 
2 endpoints called anchor points 
& 2 non-printing direction points 
which define the height and angle 
of the curve (direction lines 
connect the direction points 
to the anchor points). N
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vector/Bézier graphics on personal computers. This
approach still seems to work best for acquiring precise
drawing skills in a quick and efficient manner, but now it
can be used for a variety of software packages that have
incorporated vector/Bézier drawing. In fact, you may have
noticed that almost every graphics program now has a Pen
tool. They all look the same on the tool bar, but some of
them function very differently than others. For this class 
we are focusing exclusively on the programs in which the
variations, if they exist, are minor. The skills that you 
learn in these exercises can be translated to the pen tools 
in other programs and in future versions of almost all
graphics programs.

What are vectors and vector graphics?

We’ll start with a very brief technical background and
history. It never hurts to know or understand the origin
of the tools you work with on a daily basis. Vector is a
term used in computer graphics, which is defined as “a
quantity represented as a line with a start and end point
identified by x-y coordinates that indicate both magni-
tude and direction.” Sounds like mathematics, huh?
Well, it is. The computer uses vector graphics as a way
of representing pictures by designating coordinates and N
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drawing lines or Geometric shapes in relation to these lines
and coordinates. This is different from raster graphics 
creation (such as image editors like Photoshop), in which
an image is stored and manipulated as a collection of
square dots called pixels. In vector graphics, the image is
saved as a file (in the case of Illustrator – a Postscript file)
containing the instructions for drawing the picture. A major
advantage of vector graphics over raster graphics is that a
picture can be enlarged and reduced without losing quality
or information.

Another difference is that in vector graphics, the elements
of a picture (circles, squares, etc.) remain independent
objects which can be edited and moved around. With raster
graphics, once the elements are drawn they become part of
the overall pattern of pixels. Vector graphics sometimes
take up less memory than a raster graphics, which require a
specific memory location for each pixel. You may have
heard the term “object oriented” bandied about by techno-
geeks. Well, this is in part what they are talking about.
These two ways of working use to be mutually exclusive,
but now, far down the road of versions and upgrades, pixel
programs have incorporated vectors and vector programs
have incorporated pixels. And Violá! Here we are.

Pixel image at 800% zoom.

Vector graphic at 800% zoom.
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What’s all this about Bézier curves?

In high geek technical jargon
you may also hear Bézier
curves referred to as Bézier
splines. They are named after
Pierre Bézier, who discov-
ered the mathematical formu-
la for creating these perfectly
precise curves. Bézier curves
are made up of a line that is
connected by two anchor
points, but has two non-

printing direction points that influence the shape by “pulling” it
into a curve. Drawing programs use these direction points as 
handles to adjust the shape of the curve. The universal Pen tool
creates Bézier curves by defining anchor points (which literally
anchor the path at that point) and direction points (which define
the angle and depth of the curve). To make these direction points
easier to see and manipulate, their handles are visible when you
are creating a path with the Pen tool or editing the path with the
Direct/Sub-selection tool. This might sound complicated, but
manipulating Bézier curves is actually quite intuitive. Though 
initially awkward, mastering these curves is the key to creating
precision graphics and illustrations. 

Play movie called intro.mov
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Bézier Curve Tips

• Before you begin to trace a Bézier curve, take a moment
to examine it. Look at the shape of the entire object that
you intend to trace.

• The length and angle of the handles “anticipate” the
curves that will follow. Designer Kathleen Tinkel
describes Bézier direction lines as “following the gesture
of the curve.” This artistic view might help you to create
fluid Bézier curves.

• Direction lines tend to be shorter than you might think 
at first, usually about one third the length of the total
curve that you will be drawing (from anchor point to
anchor point).

• To ensure that the curve is smooth, place anchor points
on either side of an arc, not in between. Place the first
anchor point and pull out the direction line (click &
drag). Next, look for the location where the curve
changes direction, and place the second anchor point 
and direction line at that spot (click & drag).

When the direction lines are short 
the curves are shallow & when the 
direction lines are long the 
curves are deep. N
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The angle & length of the 
direction lines determine 
the gesture of the curves. 

• The fewer the anchor points, the smoother the curve and
the faster it will print.

• Adjust a curve’s height and angle by dragging the direc-
tion points, or grab the curve itself to adjust its height.

• Watch your cursor! Cursors change to indicate not only
what tool you have selected, but also which function you
are about to perform. If you watch your cursor, you will
avoid the most common drawing mistakes.

• If the object is primarily symmetrical or geometric, then
you might want to begin with some of the shape “primi-
tives” (rectangles, ovals, stars, etc.) provided by the soft-
ware. Rectangles and ovals are accessible through the
tool palette. Polygons, Spirals and Stars are available
from the oval tool pop-up menu.

• If you click by accident instead of click-dragging undo
immediately (Command-Z for Mac or Ctrl-Z for Win). 
A curve with only one direction handle cannot be made
to fit most shapes; if you experiment with adjusting one 
handled figures you will see that they can’t be fitted to the 
dotted line guide.
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repeat, steps f
click-DRAG
then option-cl
pull out a new 

�ab

❶
click-DRAG

then, go back to last point &
option-click-DRAG to
pull out a new direction line, 
DRAGGING in the 
direction of the new curve.

first
 click-DRAG

to complete curve

❷
�a �b

❸

The Exercises

In the seminar folder you will find the work files for the
following exercises in these different document types: 
Illustrator, Photoshop, Indesign, Fireworks 4, and Freehand. 
You are welcome to complete the exercises in one or all
programs, as you wish. There is a chart, following the 
exercise descriptions in this document, that explains the 
minor differences between the functions of the Pen tool 
among these programs.

Some of the exercises have movies that demonstrate and
explain the skill being taught. Downloading and viewing
the movies is optional, but highly recommended for Pen
tool beginners. The movies have been “stuffed” to reduce
their size, so you must “unstuff” them before viewing.

Download the file type(s) for the program you wish to learn
first. Start the application, then open the first exercise
(1.zen) and begin working. Continue working this way
throughout the exercises. Repeat as needed or try the 
exercises in another program.
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Exercise 1: Straight Lines - beginner (1.zen)

This first exercise is a breeze, but the most sensible
and basic place to begin. You will draw connected
straight lines and learn how to end the drawings.
Then you go to the next step of drawing straight
lines that constrain to horizontals, verticals, and 
45 degree angles.

Exercise 2: Straight Lines - advanced (2.zen)

In this exercise you will learn how to create 
sequential closed and open objects.
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Exercise 3: S-Curves (3.zen)

This exercise starts with drawing the most basic of
Bézier curves. In doing this, you will learn how to
drag direction handles to create accurate s-curves.

Exercise 4: Corner to Curve (4.zen)

Just like the title, this exercise teaches you how 
to go from corner to curve and curve to corner. 
Take notice while you’re in the templates that the 
keyboard commands vary slightly for each program.
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Exercise 5: Fitting Curves (5.zen)

This exercise teaches you how to adjust curves after
they have been drawn. First you practice on an exist-
ing line that we have provided, then you create and
adjust your own curves.

Exercise 6: Hinged Curves (6.zen)

This exercise begins with an advanced curve lesson
and then explains hinged curves and the special 
keyboard commands associated with it.
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fitcurve.mov

Play movie called
hinge.mov
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Exercise 7: The Maze (7.zen)

This exercise is designed to take all you have learned
up to this point and put it to the test – constrained
lines, corner to curve, S-curves, and hinged curves.

Exercise 8: The Bonus Challenge (8.zen)

The real test is attempting to draw precision logos
and illustrations with what you have learned. We
have provided some specially selected forms here for
you to try and trace accurately. Don’t be disheart-
ened if your tracings end up loose and lumpy – this
is really an expert level job. Keep trying and look
forward to our advanced Pen tool class coming soon!
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Corner point

Curve point

Corner to Curve point

Curve to Corner point

Hinged Curve point
(like a cartoon cloud shape)

End an object

Edit Curves

Illustrator

Click (press and
release)

Click-drag to pull out a
direction handle (press
and hold and drag)

go back to last point,                                                                                                                                         Command-Opt/Ctrl-Alt
click-drag out new                                                                                                                                             to pull out direction
anchor point                                                                                                                                                       handle 

go back to last point         hold Option/Alt when
and click to collapse        clicking to collapse the
the last direction line        direction line

Hold Option/Alt to
break the S-curve of
the direction handles,
and create the hinge to
pull out the direction
handle in the direction
of the new curve

click on the Pen tool,
or click outside of the
object with a selection
tool (use Command/
Ctrl to temporarily
access a selection tool
while in another tool,
such as the Pen), or
click on any tool in the
toolbox

click on a curve with       you may find the Direct-
the Direct-selection         selection tool by looking
tool to access the             under the Pen tool or
anchor points and            Arrow tool in Photoshop
direction handles              versions 5-6

Photoshop FreeHand

Double-click the last
anchor point, switch to
another tool, or click
outside of the object
with a selection tool
(use Command/Ctrl to
temporarily access a
selection tool while in
another tool, such as
the Pen)

click on a path with the
Pointer tool, then hold
Option/Alt and click on
a curve to access the
anchor points and
direction handles

InDesign Fireworks 4

Double-click the last
anchor point, or click
outside of the object
with a selection tool
(use Command/ Ctrl to
temporarily access a
selection tool while in
another tool, such as
the Pen) 

click on a curve with
the “Subselection tool”
to access the anchor
points and direction
handles

Pen Tool Comparison Chart
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